
POWER BREAKDOWN IN KARACHI

Karachi suffered a minor power breakdown on Friday evening, plunging a large swathe of the country's commercial
capital into darkness. According to.

The captive consumers have no choice but to suffer the hardships due to breakdowns and load shedding and
pay more on the other hand, what a funny situation. The pinch of the power failures is more painful in view of
inability of the public sector to overcome the power crisis despite having all resources at their disposal. The
city on Monday night, according to Meteorological Department, received just 2 millimeters of rain that
virtually brought the KE transmission system to collapse as citizens had to brave prolonged power outages of
some 15 hours. From the country's massive debts, rampant corruption to unemployment, inflation and
widening fiscal deficit -- there seems to be a little hope for the Islamic country's shaky economy. During all
these years, the KESC officials have changed their instance many times. Pakistan's economy is on a downward
spiral for the past couple of years. Frequent breakdowns, it may be mentioned, have proved to be a windfall
for power generator trade, as the generators have become the most sought after equipment especially in the
trade circles. The extra ordinary long queues of the keen visitors, both boys and girls standing under the
scorching sun just to have glimpses of the exhibition proves that they have chosen the direction. KESC hopes
to overcome the problem soon after the replacement of the damaged transformers. He blamed iron wires for
the localized tripping. Those at the helm of affairs are now required to translate their energies and enthusiasm
into an effective IT force. The abrupt power breakdown in the city after witnessing only 2mm light rain has
tested the patience of KE consumers, who lambasted the power utility on social media. The persistent power
crisis has also disturbed the students especially those preparing for their metric exams currently going-on and
inters exams scheduled for next month. An un-interrupted power supply becomes of vital importance when the
government as well as the private sector are making collective efforts to develop a strong IT base in Pakistan.
Although the KESC officials had claimed that load shedding had to be accentuated following increase in
power demand up to mw, the promise however has yet to be fulfilled. One of the twitter users fhfarrukh says,"
This is 5th time today that area is off, this the height of KE failure! Overwhelming enthusiasm generated by
recently concluded ITCN Asia especially among the youngsters gives a strong signal that the nation has
accepted the challenge to make Pakistan an IT power on the world map. Karachi needs around mw of power
during peak hours, while the total generation including from two IPPs i. Reason for shortfall in supply is stated
to be the damage of two transformers located at Jamshoro. The output of the industrial areas in different parts
of the city has reduced substantially due to loss of work hours on account of suspension of power supplies
every day. Power cuts, especially during summers, have worsened in Pakistan in recent years. Imran Khan's
ruling party, Pakistan Tahreek-e-Insaaf, had won the last parliamentary election in , vowing to end power
outages before the next elections. Power cuts and scheduled outages, known as load shedding, in urban areas,
however, have been reduced from about 12 hours a day previously to only occasional outages now, reported
Reuters. The demand for power had been increasing in the peak hours is estimated at mw leaving a gap of
around mw. After induction of private sector for power generation, they said that load shedding is due to
depleted transmission system which has come to its age i. Edited by Manoj Sharma. The trade and industry
has urged the government to take immediate remedial steps to improve electric supply specially during
working hours when maximum industrial commercial activity takes place. The beggars cannot be the chooser.
However, an energy expert Anil Mumtaz disclosed that KE lacks effective 'protective gadgets' to avert
environmental disruption in smooth supply of electricity. Story Pakistan PM Imran Khan's office faces power
cut over non-payment of electricity bills Power cuts, especially during summers, have worsened in Pakistan in
recent years; Imran Khan's secretariat alone owes electricity bills worth 41 lakh Pakistani rupees to the
Islamabad Electric Supply Company BusinessToday. A permanent solution to the power crisis has to be found
at the earliest because the day in resolving the problem might result in losing the enormous opportunities
knocking at the door in the shape of foreign investment especially in the IT sector. The current spell of load
shedding or breakdowns is the chronic problem being faced by the people of this city for over a decade. Please
encourage new investors to invest in energy sector to finish the monopoly of K Electric in Karachi. These
regular power cuts usually lead to the suspension of work at factories and offices, thereby affecting the overall
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business activity. The power situation was also affected by the fact that some circuits of NTDC National
Transmission and Dispatch Company were already offline for maintenance at the time, and the load was being
managed by K-Electric with system stability being prioritised. KESC has to develop supply resources within
its licensed area to avoid abrupt suspension of power supply borrowed from WAPDA on one account or the
other. Monsoon showers and precipitation, late Monday night, caused power interruptions in parts of the city
including some areas of Defence, Jauhar, Malir, Gulshan and North Karachi. Kesc has to be self-sufficient in
power generation, borrowed power from wapda cannot be relied upon By AMANULLAH BASHAR Apr 02 -
08, Frequent power breakdowns which have become a regular summer feature over the years in Karachi
causing trade and industry losses running in billions of rupees besides loss of investors' confidence due to
unreliable infrastructure facilities in this largest city generally called as the commercial capital of this country.
The price of petrol and diesel generators have registered a 10 to 15 per cent jump over the last few days due to
power crisis faced by Karachi. Consequently, even the best economic policies and decisions taken by any
governments may go in vain due to ever depleting infrastructure facilities. The short supply of 3. In the early
years they would say that they were forced to resort to load shedding due to short supply. You have ruined the
life of consumers in Karachi.


